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editorial
Dear {FIRSTNAME reader},
Early this summer the issue of homosexuality came up again. Not because of the
Gay Shame parades everywhere. This time it was the problem the Protestant
churches have, especially the Anglicans. They are said to be at the brink of
break-up because of the gay issue: Ordination of gay priests, blessing of gay
marriages or partnerships and partly because of women priest ordinations.
It's really a tough matter. Here is a church which wants to lead its followers in
the name of Christ. They want to and need to teach their faithful in the
teachings of God. Yet those who call themselves "progressive" or "liberal" think
their church has to hang the flag of its teaching into the wind of the times. And
if the wind of the times is relativism and "everythinggoes-ism", well then gay
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lifestyle has to be embraced and taken up into the church.
What do these people think? Are they of the opinion that God will change His
mind and laws just because of homo-trend Number 579? He is no politician. He
does not have to give in to polls. Yes, these ideas have been coming up since the
creation of humans at least once every century for sure. We have heard about
the mores of the peoples in the lands the Lord promised to give to the Jewish
people on mount Sinai. You'll find them mentioned in Leviticus in great detail.
We read about them in the story of Sodom and Gomorrah. And there is plenty of
reference in the New Revelation as well. What was the first battle cry of the
1968 revolution which originated in Paris? Yes, no mores anymore, no rules, we
want "freedom" and "free sex".
Satan had made another attempt. He was pretty successful for a while. He will
continue and will lure more people into his wrong ways. He is a thief and a liar.
And why did many African bishops not show up at the Anglican synod at
Lambeth? Because they believe that the law of God is eternal and they have
enough pressure in their countries from Islam which, as everybody knows,
severely punishes homosexuality. Lets not forget in Africa a war for souls by
Islam is going on with all means available. (And not only there: Recently two
protestant churches in Germany were transformed into mosques (!), LeMonde.fr,
Nov. 8, 2007.)
At the end of the synod a paper wrote that the Anglican church leaves the
meeting "disrupted". So, we can only pray the Lord that not another definitive
split will happen in the Christian family. As Christians let's pray for them.
God bless
Rudolf Julius
Editor
www.HisNewWord.org

PS: We invite you to share this email with friends. So do not hesitate
to forward it to people who you know are interested in their spiritual
development or may become so by these texts.

”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

1. in the news
The Big Bang Machine.
The New York Times reported on September 11: "After 14 years of labor,
scientists at the CERN laboratory outside Geneva successfully activated
the Large Hadron Collider, the world’s largest, most powerful particle collider
and, at $8 billion, the most expensive scientific experiment to date."
Yes, the biggest machine on earth. And you will remember some scientists
warned that those experiments may be dangerous. They could start a chain
reaction which may develop a black hole in which the earth, even the solar
system, could disappear.
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Well, well! The matter of astrophysics is the
one where today's science and the New
Revelation is still light years apart. Amazing,
Who will live and
because so many predictions Lorber wrote
act in perfect
became true and were discovered during the
accordance
with My
following decades.
That does not go for some subjects concerning
teaching, will also
macrocosm. Science still does not endorse
be blessed
that all space is filled with "ether". The age of
perfectly with its
the earth, the solar system and the visible blissful results. But
universe is rated orders of magnitude too
he who will live
short, many stars too small and too close
compared to what Jesus told Lorber. More on and act imperfectly
will reap
that on our web site. And there is no mention of
accordingly.
a expanding universe at all, a theory on which
all astro and particle physicists are building
their work. The Geneva Collider was built to
Jesus, Great Gospel of
get as close as possible to the Big Bang, the
John, vol.8,82. w17
alleged start of everything.
Whatever, as my aunt would say, we are
assured by the New Revelation that the earth
will not disappear in a black hole. This globe is far too valuable for the Lord.
This planet has a long future ahead of it. He told us the earth is the "school
house" for all His children. Even many angels and souls from other heavenly
bodies will have to go through life on earth. Else they cannot become
Children of God.
Rest assured, the earth will exist for many, many years. It will be cleansed
from time to time from bad people. And the next cleansing will probably
happen during the lifetime of your children. But after the thunderstorm, a
rejuvenated earth with new continents will continue to circle the sun.

”"”””””””””””””””””””””””””””

2. today’s focus:
Wealth: is it good or bad for mankind?
Here is another lecture by Jesus. He is again with his friend, the supreme
governor of Palestine, Cyrenius. Important things are happening at
Caesarea on the shores of lake Galilee. Many miracles are performed by
Jesus so people would believe in what He says. But more importantly He
gives his entourage many lectures about life and faith.
One of them is about the question of wealth. This happens on the occasion
of meeting a group of rich Persian Jews. Crossing over from the other side
of the sea of Galilee, Jesus (miraculously) saves them from drowning in a
fierce thunderstorm. Landing near where Jesus and His party reside they
soon meet Him and are led to discover the true nature of the Nazarene.
[Great Gospel of John 03_192,01] But Cyrenius says to Me, “Lord and Master,
truly, I have never met such generously-minded and kind people in all
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seriousness; I must give these people protection against the attacks by the
idolaters – no matter what it costs! The Persian king is also only a vassal of
Rome and is subordinate to me; oh, a stop should soon be put to the work of
these vile creatures! Also You, oh Lord, should give these people a particular
mercy; for they seem to me to be fully deserving of it!”
[03_192,02] I say, “In any case, otherwise I would not have had them rescued
from certain drowning by My angel; for where I perform something miraculous,
there is certainly a very good reason. And here is no lack of reason!
[03_192,03] A great earthly wealth in the hands
of such people is a true blessing from heaven for
a whole land; if such people also possess a
higher wisdom, they can perform miracles for the
true good of humanity.
[03_192,04] But a great wealth in the hands of a
greedy person or a usurer is a curse from hell for
a whole kingdom; for he seeks only to seize
everything for himself at the cost of all people! No
misery moves him, neither affliction, nor the tears
of poor, deserted widows and orphans.
Thousands can be on the brink of starvation
before the cold face of a usurer, but he will
nonetheless never give anyone a piece of bread
to fill him up!

If men do not
recognize Me, they
will also be unable
to recognize Him
who sent me into
the world and that
I and the One who
sent Me are one
being!
Jesus, Great Gospel of
John, vol.2, 24 w18

[03_192,05] Therefore I also tell you that the
whores and adulterers and thieves and savage murderers will enter the kingdom
of God one day, but the soul of a greedy person and a usurer never; for this man
cannot be corrected and therefore becomes the matter out of which the devils
will build their deepest hell!
[03_192,06] A usurer is a true machine of hell, constructed for the ruin of all
man, and as such it will remain for eternity the full property of hell!
[03_192,07] Put a king’s crown on the head of a usurer, give him a sceptre and
sword and a powerful army in addition, and there you have placed a Satan as
tyrannical regent over the poor people who will not spare his subordinates the
last drop of blood! He will rather strangle everyone than let them out of paying a
single Stater! Therefore let every greedy man and every usurer be cursed by
Me!
[03_192,08] But such people who have become extremely rich through the
industriousness of their hands under the influence of mercy from heaven are a
good and noble fruit of this Earth. They are continuing collectors for the weak
and poor, they constantly build new houses for the homeless and weave clothes
for the naked brothers and sisters. Therefore their reward will be great; for they
carry the most beautiful and highest heaven already within themselves on this
Earth!
Wealth, good-bad ?
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[03_192,09] When their soul will one day leave their body, heaven will spread
itself out from their hearts and place it in the centre, just as the rising sun
spreads out its own light and revels then in the great centre of the all-animating
and creating light emitted by itself!
[03_192,10] But other good human souls will only be blessed like the planets
which rejoice in the warming and animating beams of the sun, but which still
have a dark side however!
[03_192,11] Yes, My dear Cyrenius! To be rich on this Earth and only use as
much for yourself as one really needs for the maintenance of oneself, that is, to
be sparse towards oneself, in order to be all the more generous towards the
poor, this, this is the greatest divinity even in the flesh on this Earth! But the
greater this genuine and only true divinity exists in a person, the more blessings
and mercy constantly flow to him from heaven!
[03_192,12] It is just the same for such a person as for the sun! The more they
let their light flow out over the Earth, the brighter it shines in itself; but if they
become more sparing with their sharing of their light in winter, even if only
seemingly, then it is also in itself of a poorer and weaker light, even if it is also
only seemingly so!
[03_192,13] Whoever gives much with love and joy, to him will also be given
much!
[03_192,14] For if you place a strong light in the centre of a room, it will also
shine back again from all the walls towards the middle of the light and will seize
the strong light with a powerful glory, and thereby the original light will become
even more magnificent, powerful and effective; but if you only place a weakly
flickering lamp in the centre of a great room, the weakly-lit walls will only give
back an extremely small light, and the glory of the original light will look very
poor!
[03_192,15] Therefore you, abundantly equipped with the goods of this Earth, be
generous, just as the sun in the sky is generous with its light, you will be the
same and will reap just as the sun does!
[03_192,16] For you cannot sow a good seed in good earth without it bringing
you a harvest a hundred times greater. But good deeds of a good heart are truly
the best seeds, and the poor humanity is the best earth; never let it lie barren,
but sow this earth lavishly and it will always bring you a hundred times greater
harvest here and a thousand times greater harvest on the other side, for which I
stand here as your witness!”
[03_193,01] (The Lord) “Certainly, one might well say here and there and also
judge: Yes, yes, it is good to preach about the virtue of generosity and to
present a greedy person as a most despicable vice; but who could actually help
the fact that the overwhelming tendency towards wasteful generosity in one
person has a true reason while another has the very sheerest greed?! For both
people it is the same thing, an external appearance of their inner love, from
which a blessed feeling awakes of its own accord which he then, like every
other, keeps for himself. But the first man only becomes sad if he does not
possess such an abundance that he cannot make his poor neighbours happy,
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and the second becomes sad when he does not receive as much as he wishes
– or even loses! That being so, everything lies in the nature of the person from
his origin, and then basically there can be neither a vice nor a true virtue. For the
greedy person generosity is a vice - and for the generosity greed is just as much
so. Can water help the fact that is must be of a very softer and more flexible
nature, and who can damn a stone because of its hardness?! The water must
be as it is, and the stone likewise as it is.
[03_193,02] On the one hand that is quite right;
the nature of the generous person is to be
generous, and the nature of the greedy person is
the exact opposite. But things happen like this:
With the pressure of selfishness and greed
every man comes into the world as a child, and
his soul still thoroughly possesses the rawest,
matter-sourced animal component in it, and this
applies namely to those souls which are not from
above, but from this Earth. But those souls which
came from the stars to this Earth are also not
quite free from this component.

Whether you see
Me or not, I am
still with you. lf
you have faith,
rely on My name,
have trust and
hope and love Me
truly, I am always
with and among
you.

[03_193,03] If man is now brought up in the
environment of this animal component he then
Jesus, Great Gospel of
absorbs it more and more in his reason for living,
John, vol.2, 102, w50
that means in his love; but because this is
animalistic, the person also remains for ever a
savage animal and has nothing human but the
shabby form, the loosened tongue and as a consequence of the orderly brain a
well-regulated cognition, which however constantly is prompted by the animal
component to disdainful activity. As a consequence it can only recognise as
good and blessed what the purely animalistic component wants.
[03_193,04] Now if someone wants to claim that there is no virtue in the actual
sense of truth and thus also no vice, and that one would be unjust in damning
the greed in comparison with generosity, he should be directed to My illustration;
he should observe it and consider it!
[03_193,05] But if a gardener plants two fruit trees in his garden and cares for
them as he should, it will surely be of no matter to him if only one of the trees
bears fruit, but the other, being of the same kind and standing in the same earth,
nourished by the same rain and dew, the same air and the same light, does not
bear any fruit, yes, not even a satisfactory canopy to provide shade? The
insightful gardener will say then: That is an undutiful, ill tree which consumes all
the juices that come to it; we will see whether it cannot be helped! Then the
gardener will try all the means he knows and if all these means do not help in the
end, he will cut down the unfruitful, ruined tree and put another in its place.
[03_193,06] Therefore a greedy and selfish person is a ruined person himself
and cannot bring any fruit into the world because he consumes all life in himself.
[03_193,07] On the other hand a generous person is already in the correct order
of life because he bears abundant fruit outwardly.
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[03_193,08] But a tree cannot help the fact that it bears fruit or not; for it does
not form the fruit itself, but the spirits rising in its organism from the just richness
of nature form them through its power and through the highly simple and
therefore also very limited intelligence. But man stands on a point through which
the unlimited intelligence of his soul begins to form and to transform itself into a
tree bearing the richest abundance of fruit of life.
[03_193,09] If he does that, for which he has all the means, only then will he
become a true person in the true, eternal order of God; but if he does not do
that, he remains an animal which has no life in itself as such and therefore also
cannot bring any life to his neighbour through good and kind deeds.

”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

3. reflections
He is here!
A heathen testifies about Jesus being the Messiah of the Jews! This is none
else than the supreme governor Cyrenius, an older brother of Caesar
Augustus. Thirty years earlier, Cyrenius and his younger brother Cornelius
[Acts 10] as Romans were the first heathens who recognized the true nature
of the new born Jesus. Especially Cyrenius worshipped Him already as a
baby while he helped the holy family flee to Egypt (see 'Childhood of Jesus').
In this sequence Cyrenius is meeting up with Jesus and His following. Jesus
stays near the town of Caesarea Philippi. Here, Cyrenius is talking to a group
of Pharisees who wonder about the "miracle healer" of Nazareth.
[Great Gospel of John 03_156,03] (Cyrenius:) "Thus He is here, you can now
be fully assured of that; but draw near to Him firstly in your hearts, and seize a
serious desire to thoroughly turn away from all your old habits and sins, and then
He will soon come to you Himself and give you the divine instruction of what you
will have to do for the future!
[03_156,04] But He is truly the one you yourselves were thinking that He was!
Observe Him and consider: That is Jehovah Himself as a man among the
people! This is the One who created heaven and Earth and everything that is in
and upon it!
[03_156,05] I tell you: He is the eternal original cause of all being and all life! In
the never explorable power of His will resides the whole infinity; all the angel’s
power is only a slight breath from His mouth, and all light shines forth from Him!
[03_156,06] In brief, consider that this is truly the same person that gave Moses
on Sinai the commandments for the people of Israel; but this people have
forgotten Him and once again fallen into all vices! And He has now come to
establish His people once again and to make them free from all evils of the soul.
[03_156,07] He wears therefore a beautiful pink tunic to show how much He still
loves His people. But with the loose, blue coat He shows that He has also come
to us heathens in order to turn us into His children as well! The coat covers the
whole world and all the heathens belong there too.
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[03_156,08] Now just consider everything that I have now said to you, and it will
only too soon begin to manifest itself that I have not told you any untruth!”

”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

4. excerpt
What is hidden in the 4th commandment?
Jesus is still near Caesarea Philippi with his following. Starting from a
discussion about whether one can sleep out in the open without the comfort
of one's bed (which Jesus confirms) the subject touches Moses' fourth
commandment. To the amazement of many Jesus claims the earth and
nature are also our 'parents'.
[Great Gospel of John 03_211,09] (Jesus:) Moses said, “Honor your father and
mother, that your days may be long and healthy on the Earth!" With this Moses
not only described the biological father and mother, but just as well the Earth
and its constant life-giving power. Man should not turn his back on this, but
instead keep it in high respect, and he will receive every blessing for that which
Moses physically prophesied. The respect for the physical father and mother is
good and necessary when the circumstances are according and seemly; but if
what Moses prophesied is the word of God, then it must also have a general
and uninterrupted effect like the sunlight!
[03_211,10] But if Moses’ prophecy is only limited
to the fact that only those who respect their
parents have to maintain a long life and health on
the Earth, then things obviously look very bad for
those who have often lost this in the cradle and
were then brought up by strangers! How should
they respect their true parents whom they have
never known?!

The various
diseases are not
intentionally sent
by God, but
allowed to occur as
a remedy for souls,
to draw them away
from the world.

[03_211,11] Many children are often found on
paths and streets; false mothers have conceived
them in their lust and thrown them out
Jesus, Great Gospel of
somewhere soon after their birth. Such
John vol.6,55. W68
foundlings are often taken in by some warmhearted and compassionate person and looked
after; they then owe all their love and respect to
these people. Moses says nothing about such adoptive parents, instead only
about really true parents!
[03_211,12] But now the well-brought up foundling cannot possibly honour his
true parents, because he firstly does not know them at all, and even if he did, he
would secondly truly have no obligation before God or before all people to
respect them, who conceived him through sinful lust and who, when he was
born, immediately gave him over to death. But because such a person then
according to Moses cannot possibly love and respect his true parents, would he
then have no claim on Moses’ prophecy? Oh, would this then be very pretty
indeed and would it be accepted as the true word of God!
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[03_211,13] But further there are parents who bring their children up in all things
that can only be called bad. They plant a genuine satanic arrogance in them in
the cradle and teach them to be hard and unfeeling to everyone; such tiger
parents teach their children at an early age to be cheeky, liars and deceivers!
Should Moses really have meant his prophecy for such children who respect
their terrible parents with all badness and evil because the parents want this
from their children?
[03_211,14] What do the children of thieves, robbers and murderers really owe
their parents? They can only naturally honour their parents if they are the same
as their parents to a very great degree and do what their parents always do, so
look: through theft, robbery and murder of foreign travellers! Can Moses’
prophecy really apply effectively to such children as well?
[03_211,15] The only somewhat clear world reason must tell you that such a
prophecy along with the Law of Moses would be a scandal of the first category
for all the divine wisdom! How can God, the highly wise, give a law as a
consequence of which even an angel in a fleshly body would have to owe love
and all honour to parents who have come from the lowest hell into the flesh?!
[03_211,16] You see that Moses’ Law, seen from this point of view, would be
the greatest and craziest nonsense!
[03_211,17] So on the one hand it is clear and proven that everything that
Moses said and decided is the pure word of God and therefore can eternally
hide no nonsense in itself; but on the other hand, if one examines and observes
Moses’ Law in the old familiar and foolish way, as it as been examined and
observed so far, it must be the most obvious nonsense before the judge’s seat
of all better human reason!
[03_211,18] Wherein lies the reason then that the Law of Moses, as it has been
observed so far, must be nonsense despite the purely divine origin? Such a
thing lies in the powerful misunderstanding of what Moses showed mainly with
this Law, the general parents of the great nature, namely the Earth, as the
created world for the human race as father, and its lap, from which countless
children of all types and sort are born, as the true mother! These original parents
should constantly be honoured and obeyed by man, and his back should never
be turned to them, and then he will receive a long life in a healthy body and also
a true well-being.
[03_211,19] A diligent person can also learn from these old parents the most
goodness, greatness and truth, and build a great ladder on which the original
father Jacob saw the angels of heaven climbing up and down. Whoever
investigates the nature very seriously will force many blessings to come into the
light for himself and for his brothers for their well-being.
[03_211,20] Therefore, My dear Ouran, do not be afraid if you have to spend a
night in the lap of your old physical mother – nothing bad will happen to you!”
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5. where to find on “hisnewword.org”
- The Passion of, and according to Jesus Christ - MP3 audio file (3:2 h)
go to: http://www.hisnewword.org > Download tab

- The Christmas Story - MP3 audio file (3:14 h)
go to: http://www.hisnewword.org > Download tab
- The Lord’s Sermons
Here you have access to samples of the serm ons.
- Father, Son and Holy Spirit: One or three persons?
Finally a clear language by the Lord, which should end all disputes.
- Is Jesus God?
Clear words by the Son on a matter of widespread dispute.
- Does God have a home?
And if yes, where in infinity or everywhere?

”””””””””””””””””””””””””””””

6. Our free email library
Here is a listing of our free e-mail reports. To subscribe just send a blank em ail to the
address listed. For safety reasons you will have to confirm your order with a sim ple
click. Moreover don't forget to whitelist the address if you have a firewall or spam filter.
Christm as@hisnewword.org: Excerpt of the revealed work "Childhood of Jesus", the
re-given Gospel of Jam es covering the birth of Jesus. (8 e-mails)
7words@hisnewword.org: Jesus explains the spiritual significance of the words He
spoke on the cross. (3 e-mails)
Genesis1@hisnewword.org: The first Chapter of Moses' Genesis m ade no sense to the
Pharisees and makes no sense to us today. Jesus tells us how we have to interpret the
language of the great prophet. (5 e-m ails)
JesusWords@hisnewword.org: A selection of words of wisdom digested from all books
of the New Revelation (ca. 45 e-mails).
John1@hisnewword.org: The first chapters of the Gospel of John are difficult to
understand. Here, Jesus explains their true m eaning. (5 e-mails)
Judas@hisnewword.org: An inside view of a man difficult to understand: His
upbringing, desires and talents. But also what drove him to do what he did to Jesus
Christ. (5 e-m ails)
Passion@hisnewword.org: Jesus gives us the story behind the story, which would have
been far too detailed for the Bible. (7 e-m ails)
Sermon1@hisnewword.org: Signs of the Future, Luke 21, 25-26. (One e-mail)
Newsletter@hisnewword.org: The current newsletter via e-mail. (One e-mal)
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7. overview: the new revelation
Since the beginning of tim e God had been in contact with mankind. With every nation.
In every century. Without interruption.
The form of comm unication differs. God cam e in the form of angels, He used
prophets whom He instructed (e.g. Isaiah). He gave people visions (e.g. Swedenborg)
or revealed His m essages in dreams (e.g. Joseph) and He had people write by direct
dictation (e.g. Moses).
Com munications, instructions and m essages did not stop with Jesus. Som e churches,
unfortunately, claim that Jesus said it all. With Him revelation stopped. Despite the
contrary written in scripture.
The New Revelation, God's New Word, was received by dictation. Word by word.
Every word of those 25 volumes was dictated to Lorber, Engel and Mayerhofer by the
Lord. It took 37 years to finish. Som e say it's the Eternal Gospel promised by the
angel. It sure contains wisdom for generations of researchers.
The two new com mandments Jesus introduced com plementing the 10 of the Old
Testament are "Love your God with all you power and all your heart" and "Love your
neighbor like yourself". And added, that your enemy also is your neighbor (e.g. Luke
10:27).
Out of the seven Spirits of God three stand out: Love, Wisdom and Power.

1. In His New Word, the New Revelation, God reconfirms again and again that
love is the basis of God. "The Father" really is God's love.

2. God created all beings - all angels, all souls, all spirits - out of love.

It was out of His endless love that despite the high treason of Lucifer and one
fifth of all created beings He did not destroy them but created the material
universe. Matter is a prison and school through which He leads the rebellious
souls back into His kingdom.

3. Out of love He created man and put him to test on earth and gave him the
choice between good and evil.

4. Out of love He took flesh in Jesus, His "Son", suffered terribly, accepted utmost

humiliation and sacrified His physical body to free all humans from the slavery of
sin.

5. Out of His love He gave mankind the privilege to become His children if they
choose to obey. A privilege not even His first angels have.

6. Out of love He has been incredibly patient with mankind. But He also said that

out of this love He will chastise mankind if they turn away from Him, lest they'll
be lost. That happened and will happen again.

To get a basic idea about the contents and scope of the New Revelation please visit
our website.
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8. finally
Next edition of His New Word Newsletter: January 1, 2009
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To read all previous letters go here.

{EDIT_LINK_TEXT}
Click Here
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